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ABSTRACT

The central element of this thesis is Grey Areas, a newly-composed dramatic
piece in four movements for baritone and chamber ensemble. The work is highly personal
in both its subject matter and its musical execution; it also contains a unique movement
order that changes depending on the age of the baritone. Along with the written portion of
this document and full score, I completed a studio recording of the entire composition as
part of the project. Composers (by necessity) are more frequently functioning as their
own recording and mixing engineers for their own works. I have been able to gather a
variety of skills related to the recording arts and sought out opportunities to employ them
in this project. In order to meaningfully add to the greater body of research, I describe
both the creative aspects of my compositional process and the technical aspects of the
recording process.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION

Within the process of composition, there are many approaches to starting a piece.
For me, each one I write feels like artistic archaeology instead of a more creative and
procedurally constructive process such as baking, drawing, or sewing. While I can easily
direct what plot of musical terrain I excavate, the actual material feels inaccessible at first
– hidden within the elements I use for inspiration. This archeological approach lends
itself very well to long-term projects and letting ideas marinate within my musical
subconscious before teasing them out into appropriate methods of notation. An example
of this in motion is the first decision made for Grey Areas: I chose to write for baritone
voice, having never worked with that voice type before. What followed was a series of
lyrics and texts that I had been mulling over (for years in some cases) aligning in my
brain and forming themselves into a cohesive whole. This thesis catalogs the composition
and recording of my work Grey Areas: a thirty-minute monodrama for baritone and
chamber ensemble.
Monodramas (musical works featuring one singer and a chamber ensemble) have
risen in popularity and greatly expanded in diversity since Arnold Schoenberg’s seminal
Pierrot Lunaire (1912). Admittedly, though, I did not have the genre of monodrama in
mind as I began forming the structural ideas for what would become Grey Areas. I found
1

myself oriented towards a series of related works with monodrama-adjacent definitions
such as micro-opera, concept musical, and dramatic song cycle. As I completed my
survey of repertoire, I decided to classify my composition as a monodrama based on the
following criteria: it would use a single singer; employ a medium-sized chamber
ensemble; and could benefit from semi-theatrical dramatic staging. The majority of
existing works I list share most, if not all, of these same characteristics. For ease of
reference in this document, all are described as monodramas.
I already had texts, voice type, and subject matter in mind when beginning my
survey of repertoire, however, I did not fixate on a specific style or compositional
language. The broadness and diversity of these monodrama-adjacent pieces struck me.
Surveying the following pieces informed my writing and creative process in various
ways:


Jason Robert Brown, The Last Five Years (2001) and Songs from a New
World (1995)



Tania Leon, Canto (2001)



Stephen Lias, From the Diaries of Adam and Eve (1995)



David Little, Soldier Songs (2006/11)



Kevin Puts, Einstein on Mercer Street (2002)

Grey Areas bears almost no surface similarity to the pieces I researched, but instead adds
another variety to the collection of semi-dramatic repertoire. The unifying line between
all these works and my own is the creation of an individual mythology. While each are
2

based in lived experience or recorded history, the process of setting to music and
dramatizing the stories through artistic representation moves them away from the
journalistic and towards the mythological. While this modality of thinking came to me
organically during the composition process, I was subsequently made aware of LéviStrauss' bricolage theory which codifies the approach in a much more cogent manner. 1
Since I was unaware of this theory during my creative process, I have not made an
attempt to frame Grey Areas within it in this document but expect that it will further
influence my thinking about future pieces.
The building up of new works (such as Grey Areas) through repurposing preexisting and fragmented events and history is often a characteristic feature of
mythological thought.2 This thought plays into the discussion of my composition process
and framing of my work in the larger societal context. A significant part of that societal
context is the literature review of pieces similar to my composition. One of these, Jason
Robert Brown’s The Last Five Years (2001), bears similarity to Grey Areas in that both
contain elements that are deeply personal. I readily mix truth with artificially constructed
reality to serve my narrative in line with this mythological thinking.
With wide-ranging themes and extreme emotional arcs, Grey Areas is my attempt
to transcend my personal story and reach for the universal. While not morality plays or

1

Claude Lévi Strauss, The Savage Mind, 6th edition, trans. George Weidenfield
and Nicholson Ltd. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 27.
2

Ibid.
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Iliadic, the texts used in my composition do contain homily and extensive descriptive
adventure undertaken through the eyes of a baritone who embarks on one of three
possible journeys of self-discovery, contemplation, and self-actualization.
Every interaction with society and nature has shaped my perception of the world
and how I communicate. Both latent and explicit representations of societal issues and
my own personal memories are embedded within all my compositions; works based off
of texts (such as vocal works like Grey Areas) show these influences in greater clarity.
Broad societal concepts addressed by my selected texts include first-person perceptions
of disability, 21st century feminism, growing emotional maturity, the phenomenon of
found family, LGBTQIA+ life experiences, and the age of technology.
With the sobering reality that almost every interaction of life is now recorded,
recollections that are unclear or hazy have become all the more fascinating to me.
Looking back on memories through the lens of lived experience draws out the narrative
embedded within any situation. While nostalgia may retain isolated tableaus, stringing
events together allows the tracking of developmental experience. My goal was to craft a
cohesive and flexible story through interpreted recollection, the process of text assembly,
repertoire research, and writing music.
I was influenced by a variety of elements from the five works listed above.
Brown’s The Last Five Years (2001) planted the inspiration for non-linear narrative
structure. It also started my thought process regarding the creation of a personal
mythology and an ambiguous history told through an unreliable narrator. David Little’s

4

Soldier Songs (2006/11) promoted the idea of a single vocalist portraying many
characters. Little’s penchant for bridging genres motivated me to expand my own writing
process. Kevin Puts’ Einstein on Mercer Street (2002) influenced my instrument choices
and helped flesh out my preliminary ideas about personal mythology and constructed
reality.
These varied pieces and ideas coalesced into the piece I have written. Grey Areas
is comprised of four movements that can be performed in a variety of orders (more on
this later). The titles and authors are:
“Clickbait Poetry,” text by Alexander Bergman;
“Look Well To This Day,” a traditional Sanskrit poem;
“Dear Aunt Sally,” text by Felicia Finley and me; and
“Uncanny Valley,” text by me.
Three of these four movements planted seeds in my creative subconscious years
ago. I did not realize that they all belonged together until I encountered the fourth text,
“Clickbait Poetry.” Once selected, these texts directed my research. Repeated listening
and study of the pieces helped define the ensemble, clarify the genre, and see how the
proverbial field of context lay before frolicking about in it. While the dramatization of
mortal crises is a very large genre indeed, pinpointing the emotional nucleus of each text
and seeing how other composers addressed similar ideas provided a foundation on which
to work.

5

Three main themes form the basis of my monodrama: death; self-discovery; and
coming of age/maturity. “Clickbait Poetry” contains all these themes; this is what drives
it to link all four movements together. “Look Well To This Day” discusses these themes
in a general sense and approaches points softly. In the text I wrote (“Uncanny Valley”)
and the text I contributed to and edited (“Dear Aunt Sally”), I connect and attach these
concepts to the more personal issues of found family, memory vs. constructed reality, and
humanism (valuing humans and their interactions over supernatural affairs).
These aspects are easiest to see in a broad sense when discussing the movements’
titles themselves. The title of “Uncanny Valley” contains themes of technology,
perception, and identity due to the connection to artificial intelligence research and
robotics.3 “Clickbait Poetry” describes problems that are distinctly modern and firstworld problems, while hinting at toxic inspirational behavior and an era of
disinformation. “Dear Aunt Sally” is framed as a series of letters but the character and
situations surrounding this movement stretch far beyond the simplistic title (more on that
later). This movement grounds the listener by connecting to the ideal of family, birth or
found. The remaining title, “Look Well To This Day,” sums up the entire movement in
one phrase.

3

In these disciplines, the term 'uncanny valley' describes the range of imitative
human figures that are extremely close to being life-like yet are still conceptually rejected
and perceived as non-passing by the human brain. (M. Mori 2012)
6

Following the score to Grey Areas (Chapter 2), I provide a more detailed
exploration of both the writing process and the content of the finished work (Chapter 3)
and then a discussion of the recording process (Chapter 4). The conclusion of me
document (Chapter 5) ends with my reflections on the composition and recording
processes. The texts I used in the composition of Grey Areas are also included after
Chapter 5 in Appendix A for ease of reference. The principal goal of this thesis was to
compose and record Grey Areas. The material provided in Chapters 3 and 4 recount some
of the major issues encountered in both processes but are in no way intended to be
exhaustive. A limited number of aspects unique and foundational to this work will be
discussed in greater detail, such as my harmonic language and the non-standard
movement orders. In relating my perspective as a composer on the recording process, I
will discuss technical decisions, self-discovered errors, and solutions undertaken.

7

CHAPTER 2 – GREY AREAS (TRANSPOSED SCORE)

Performance Notes:
GREY AREAS consists of four songs for baritone and mixed octet that can be arranged in
three different concert orders, based on the age of the singer, as shown below:
Extroverted Order – for singers up to 24 years old:
I.
Dear Aunt Sally
II.
Uncanny Valley
III.
Clickbait Poetry
IV.
Look Well To This Day
Rogue Order – for singers 24 – 42 years old:
I.
Uncanny Valley
II.
Look Well To This Day
III.
Dear Aunt Sally
IV.
Clickbait Poetry
Introverted Order – for singers 42 years old and above:
I.
Look Well To This Day
II.
Clickbait Poetry
III.
Uncanny Valley
IV.
Dear Aunt Sally
The following score is arranged in the Rogue Order.
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CHAPTER 3 – EXEGESIS AND RATIONALIZATION

Major Influences
The major influences of other works on my composition fall into two broad
categories: stylistic similarities and subject matter. I can track general stylistic influences
in Grey Areas back to a few primary works. Admittedly, while I did not set out to
emulate these works, some of their characteristics are reflected in my music nonetheless.
The evidence of these influences is often only recognized in hindsight, but some
conscious decisions made during the creative process were more deliberate and warrant
scrutiny. First, I identified works that I listened to during the pre-composition process as
a springboard for inspiration.
My choice to meld musical theatre elements with aspects of art music is
influenced by Leonard Bernstein’s Mass (1971). I elected to write for baritone in Grey
Areas (despite Mass featuring a tenor soloist) simply because I had not worked with this
voice type before. As such, I continued looking to other pieces for inspiration. David
Little’s Soldier Songs (2006/11) added to my understanding treatments of contemporary
text. Little’s exclusive use of biographical and personal texts in English gives a particular
grittiness to the composition by employing a vernacular language. In Bernstein’s Mass,
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original texts in English and Yiddish by Stephen Schwartz and Bernstein are softened by
use of the Latin mass. Both works cross genre boundaries by using colloquial texts and
rock music elements. Topics of death, shame, aging, and maturity in Soldier Songs
motivated me in my editing the selections of text in “Dear Aunt Sally” to move forward
with what ended up being a highly personal (and occasionally painful) journey back into
my childhood. Both Little’s and my use of a single singer instead of an ensemble (as in
Bernstein’s Mass) allows personal relation of universal experiences on a more dramatic
one-to-one level. With no other characters on stage to interact with, the audience is made
an active member of the narrative by the lone singer.
A third piece that is a stylistic ancestor to Grey Areas is Stephen Lias’ From the
Diaries of Adam and Eve (1995). His work is originally for mezzo-soprano, baritone, and
chamber ensemble, but I helped him create a piano/vocal version in the summer of 2020. 4
This work, similar to Mass draws on musical theater styles and semi-apocryphal subject
matter (by Mark Twain) to craft its musical world. After finishing the recording of
“Uncanny Valley” I pinpointed places where I unintentionally placed snippets of material
similar to Lias’ piece; one of these instances is illustrated in Musical Example 1 and
Musical Example 2. Like a rapidly changing radio station, “Uncanny Valley” rotates

4

This new version was published by Alias Press and released through Theodore
Presser in February of 2021.
70

through a variety of moods and musical ideas very quickly in its middle section so the
specifically influenced morsels are brief in occurrence.
Grey Areas, “Uncanny Valley” m. 29-36

Musical Example 1. Gallop motive in Grey Areas
From the Diaries of Adam and Eve, III. A Year Later, m. 148-154

Gallop motives

Musical Example 2. Gallop motive in From the Diaries of Adam and Eve
71

Since so much of the songs’ texts in Grey Areas is highly personal, a closer look
at each movement reminds me that I do not compose within a cultural vacuum. Influence
and inspiration filter down to me through both the smallest threads of thought and the
largest possible sensory experiences. For effective vocal writing, I knew these
compositional influences would need to be applied in a way that would best serve the text
and (by extension) the piece.

Selection of Texts
While such latent influences could be traced all the way back to childhood, this
project had its true genesis when I encountered the poem Clickbait Poetry, a recent piece
by Alexander Bergman (one of my former classmates) who developed amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) during his undergraduate studies as a percussionist. By
highlighting an individual experience presented with broad-reaching relatability, this
poem provided the baseline for gathering the three other texts. With the foundation of
mood and language style set, I was able to connect sources that I had been wanting to set
to music for quite a while to this project.
The rest of the texts draw on three distinct periods of my life: childhood; high
school; and graduate school. “Dear Aunt Sally” contains childhood letters from my sister
and me to our imaginary friend, Aunt Sally. Growing up homeschooled in rural Alaska,
we were quite isolated and had limited experiences with the wider world. We became
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fascinated with the so-called exotic and created traditions to share our created mythology.
One such tradition was that of holding fancy tea parties and poem readings. “Look Well
To This Day” was introduced to me in high school through one of these tea parties by a
dear friend, although it is originally an ancient Sanskrit text that predates all of western
history. “Uncanny Valley” is collected scraps of text from the past few years of my
haphazard journaling. Through the selected texts, I am able to chart my own life
experiences and gradual exposure to the world and then write music about that process.
Examining each of the four texts in more detail, the letters written by my older
sister5 and me that form the basis of “Dear Aunt Sally” illuminate the relationship to our
imaginary relative and friend Aunt Sally, who is based off of a mnemonic device for
remembering the order of operations in mathematics: Parachute Expert, My Dear Aunt
Sally.6 She is a strong female entity, self-sufficient in the wilderness yet with an
impeccable hodge-podge sense of style so as to fit in on the streets of New York during
fashion week in any decade. In the same company as the magical wizard Merlin, the
eponymous television character from the BBC’s Doctor Who, the fabulous Ms. Frizzle,
or the indefatigable Mary Poppins, she appears at opportune times with bits of wisdom,
helpful items, or swashbuckling verve. The mythology of this character grew throughout
our childhood via short film scripts, creative writing assignments, and bedtime stories for

5

Felicia Finely, née Hansen.

6

The order of operations is as follows: parentheses, exponents, multiplication,
division, addition, and subtraction.
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younger siblings while gathered around the woodstove in the living room of our
childhood home on long Alaskan winter nights.
After finding a verse to set as a wedding gift for two friends, I added the Sanskrit
poem, “Look Well To This Day” to my selection of texts. The text is quite short – just
sixteen lines that are immediately repeated verbatim. It has appeared repeatedly
throughout my life, quoted by various influential figures in a wide variety of contexts. I
selected a traditional English translation with which I am most familiar. Its addition gives
my monodrama a bit of gravitas by connecting it to the broader collection of art that
ruminates on the human experience.
The only completely original text in Grey Areas is “Uncanny Valley.” Its
collection of sentences is drawn from notes and sayings scribbled on scraps of paper and
saved over the course of the last few years (2018-2021). In this movement, juxtaposition
of the seemingly banal and the potentially profound creates constant friction and drama.
The title and inspiration came from the fields of computer-generated imagery, artificial
intelligence, and robotics. The collected phrases illustrate my instinctual response to
events and observation of things in and out of the ordinary: ruminating on the purposes of
the dead ladybugs lying on my mailbox in the mornings; allowing myself the selfcongratulatory satisfaction of cooking a pristine pot of rice; or the existential crisis of
mortality summed up in the line, “my skin continues its march towards the tips of my
fingers.”
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Instrumentation

For modern mixed chamber ensembles (especially monodramas), one of the most
influential starting points is Arnold Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire (1912). The highly
successful grouping of voice, flute, clarinet, piano, violin, and cello has become such a
standard that it is now known as a Pierrot ensemble. After acknowledging Pierrot as my
starting point, I then sought out how other composers in the last twenty-five years have
adjusted this instrumentation to fit their needs.
In researching other monodrama ensembles, I chose five that applied and
intrigued me and compared their instrumentation as seen in the following list:


Jason Robert Brown’s The Last Five Years (2001).
o Soprano and tenor voices; guitar, bass, two percussionists, piano, violin,
and two cellos.7



Kevin Puts’ Einstein on Mercer Street (2002).
o Baritone voice; flute (doubles piccolo), clarinet (doubles Eb and bass
clarinets), trumpet, one percussionist, piano, violin, and cello. 8

7

Jason Robert Brown, The Last Five Years (New York: Music Theatre
International, 2001).
8

“Einstein on Mercer Street, for Bass-Baritone and Chamber Ensemble,” Kevin
Puts, accessed March 22, 2021, http://www.kevinputs.com/program/einstein.html.
75



David Little’s Soldier Songs (2006/11).
o Baritone voice; flute (doubles piccolo, alto flute, and percussion), clarinet
(doubles bass clarinet and percussion), two dedicated percussionists,
piano, violin, cello, and pre-recorded electronics. 9



Kate Soper’s Voices from the Killing Jar (2012).
o Soprano and baritone voices; flute (doubles piccolo and bass flute),
clarinet (doubles alto saxophone), one percussionist, piano, violin, and live
electronics.10



Paul Simon’s Homeward Bound Tour (2018) (selections) with yMusic.
o Baritone voice; flute, clarinet (doubles bass clarinet and alto saxophone),
trumpet, guitar, violin, viola, and cello. 11
I decided on my ensemble after assessing current repertoire and reviewing the

texts I selected. Early sketches of the “Uncanny Valley” suggested that I would need a
rhythm section consisting of drum set, piano, and guitar. Supplementing a Pierrot
ensemble with these still neglects the brass family, so I added a trumpet to access all my
envisioned timbres.

9

David T. Little, Soldier Songs (New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 2011).

10

Kate Soper, Voices from the Killing Jar (New York: PSNY, 2012).

11

“yMusic – About” yMusic Ensemble, accessed March 22, 2021,
https://www.ymusicensemble.com/.
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Midway through the compositional process I decided to swap out the clarinetist in
the core Pierrot group for the type of single-reed doubler typical in the Broadway and big
band traditions. The resulting reed part contains alto saxophone, soprano saxophone (or
clarinet), and bass clarinet. I made this discovery during a read-through in which the wind
player showed me how well the clarinet part suited the alto saxophone range. This tipped
the scale and allowed for a wider set of compositional options.
The following chart shows my final instrumentation in comparison with the list of
pieces in table 3.1; on the X-axis, each player is listed in bold, while doubled instruments
are in normal type.
Table 1. Instrumentation Comparison

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Process of Text Setting
Composers frequently write movements in an order that is different from the
finished piece. Further complicating the matter of experiential listening, Grey Areas
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cello

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

viola

x
x

x

violin

x
x
x

x

piano

x

bass

x
x
x
x

guitar

percussion

x

flugelhorn

x
x

x
x
x

trumpet

x

x

x

bass clarinet

x

x
x

Eb clarinet

x
x
x

x

clarinet

x
x

saxophone

piccolo

x
x

alto flute

flute
Soper
Puts
Brown
Little
Simon
Hansen

x
x
x
x
x

incorporates variable movement structures (discussed later in this chapter). So, while no
single definitive sequence of these individual songs exists, it may be helpful to
understand the order in which I set texts to music as that may illuminate the chronology
of musical choices and how I made certain decisions based on other components already
written.
The first movement I started was “Dear Aunt Sally.” As I began adapting the
writings and correspondence provided by my sister, I grouped the different letters into
categories based on personas of authors. While I chose to write to Aunt Sally as myself,
my older sister created a series of personalities with which to craft an interdimensional
and cross-century web of friends with which Aunt Sally kept up. While occasionally
Aunt Sally would respond (we maintained the illusion of her existence for younger
siblings), in this project all selected stories and interactions are one-sided. For these
letters, there were no responses from Aunt Sally at the time or any manufactured afterthe-fact by me: it was not necessary. Her purpose here was to listen while writers worked
out their problems on paper.
Throughout this movement, the baritone sings one half of the conversations of
three semi-distinct characters. The bleed-over from one story to the next in both my
adaptation and the original letters creates an enveloping sense of urgency between each
correspondence, even though they are distanced by time and space. The main motivic
gesture (and title) of this movement is derived from the opening salutation of each
compiled letter as seen in Musical Example 3.
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Musical Example 3. Aunt Sally motive

The sheer volume of narration in the letters addressed to Aunt Sally motivated the
decision to use near-constant, propellant rhythmic motion throughout this movement. I
highlight the exuberant relation of information through both the busy instrumental
accompaniment and the active vocal line. Chromatically ascending and descending lines
are embedded throughout in the vocal part to track the emotional direction of phrases. In
addition, frequent overshooting of the expected arrival notes of melodic cadences is
accomplished through the use of whole-tone scales (see Musical Example 4) as well as
placing significant words on the ninth of important chordal arrivals (Musical Example 5).

D-flat expected, whole-tone
scale overshoots to D-natural

Embedded chromatic
ascending line:

Musical Example 4. Chromatic ascending line and whole-tone overshoot
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Voicing:
9th

3rd

Root
5th
3rd
9th

(Piano doubles wind
voices)

C#majoradd2/G#

9th
9th

Musical Example 5. Chord voicing in "Dear Aunt Sally"

In approaching, “Look Well To This Day” I wanted to distill the poem down to a
single melodic gesture that could work in either direction. Since the songs have three
different potential orders, the act of “looking” referred to in this movement could be
either forwards or backwards – the perspective of the vocal character is determined by
which movements surround it. I based the melodic line around the interval of a minor
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seventh to accomplish this. The imitative opening sets up each instrument looking to the
next through the searching melody that uses the pitch class set (0124), until the baritone
enters with the final fugato entry. The pitch level that each entry of (0124) starts on is
raised first by six half-steps, then five at a time (diatonic fourths in C lydian: C, F#, B, E,
etc.). This forms a circle so that the last entry, the baritone, is stated at the same pitch
level as the first, flute and percussion, as shown in Musical Example 6 (transposed score).

(0124) on C
(0124) on B
(0124) on E

(0124) on A

(0124) on F#

(0124) on C
(0124) on G

(0124) on D

Musical Example 6. Fugato entries of (0124)
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter, “Uncanny Valley” revolves around the
questioning of reality. This movement explores elements of humanity through a vamping
ostinato while the baritone sings fragmented text forming collected notes, short
observations, and half-baked thought processes. Like the Turing Test (a benchmark for
AI research) or “I’m not a robot” captcha, the phrases sung by the baritone are slices of
life assembled into an attempt at one whole human experience. The detached
accompaniment impresses the point that time waits for no one and will continue on
regardless of outcome or complaints.
In the first section of this movement (m. 1-28) there is hardly any cohesion
between the baritone and instrumental accompaniment. While the two forces are indeed
in the same sonic space, they are non-referential to each other (see Musical Example 7).

Vocal line completely independent from accompaniment

Musical Example 7. Independent vocal line
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The two sections that feature this detached accompaniment, mm. 20-27 and mm.
58-73, were partly inspired by the opening number from Benjamin Britten’s The Turn of
the Screw, where conflicting key areas are outlined by the free recitative and the
rhythmic, propulsive accompaniment over which it is layered (Musical Example 8).

“The Turn of the Screw” By Benjamin Britten
© 1955 Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
For The Sole Use Of Scott Hansen, Stephen F. Austin State University
Musical Example 8. Act I, Scene I recitative from Britten’s The Turn of the Screw
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I repurposed this compositional idea to fit the needs of my text, as seen in Musical
Example 9.

G minor implied movement in the vocal line, unresolved

m. 66-71, G# modal accompaniment; bassline constructed from whole tones, unstable

Musical Example 9. Elements in "Uncanny Valley" inspired by Britten

There are two points where the shape of the melodic line directly engages and
influences the instrumental accompaniment. Measures 28-33 (Musical Example 10)
contain the first obvious acknowledgement that the baritone and instrumentalists exist in
the same plane. The subsequent shift from simple to compound meter reflects the energy
of making new discoveries in cohesion, consciousness, and of hyper-stimulating
experiences.
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Imitative acknowledgment
of vocal line:

Cohesion between parts:

Musical Example 10. Imitation and cohesion in m. 29-33 of "Uncanny Valley"

At various places throughout this movement, I used the instruments to illustrate
the implied meaning of the text. The two clearest examples are at m. 45 and m. 56-57.
These two points also function as transitional moments in and out of the middle
contrasting section. The shift in texture at m. 45 is signaled by the phrase, “My skin
continues its daily march towards the tips … of my fingers.” The strings then respond
with a slower and steady pulse that mimics the referenced dermal trajectory (Musical
Example 11).
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Fingertip march

Musical Example 11. Fingertip march

The dreamy moment of stasis after this in mm. 56-57 (Musical Example 12)
directly relates to the line sung by the baritone, “can you teach me to dream?” and uses a
tense add#11 harmony which I also associate with anticipation in “Dear Aunt Sally.”
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Bmaj13, #11 harmony in “Dear Aunt
Sally,” m. 172, voice on #11

Aadd#4/E harmony in “Uncanny Valley,” m. 56-57, voice on #4

Musical Example 12. Anticipation harmonies

The return of the opening vamp in m. 58 and subsequent transposition up a whole
step (with slight chordal modification) at m. 66 (Musical Example 13) mirrors the
increased drama and tension in the reflection and observation in the text that closes this
movement with the line, “History is written by the victors, and at that end I have
survived!”
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G# modal groove, m. 66

F# modal groove, m. 58

Musical Example 13. Transposition of groove in "Uncanny Valley"

The reappearance of opening material in m. 80, along with general pauses
marked in the score signals the winding-down of the movement. Despite the wide scope
of human emotions traveled by the singer through the text, there still is not quite enough
impetus for the vocal character to pass over the threshold of the uncanny valley and the
singer drops out well-before the groove plays out.
In direct contrast to the existential and textural crisis of “Uncanny Valley,”
“Clickbait Poetry” relies heavily on vocal and instrumental lines exchanging musical
information. Bergman’s writing style is very different from mine and the chance for the
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narrative momentum to halt for a meaningful soliloquy provided the opportunity for some
wonderful Greek-chorus moments as seen in Musical Example 14.

Musical Example 14. Call-and-response settings of "infinity" in "Clickbait Poetry"

The periodic and cyclical nature of life and death as discussed and described in
Bergman’s text is reflected in my setting through frequent pauses, halts, and repeating
oscillating material in the musical texture. Speaking about this poem during an interview,
Bergman said, “I wrote it for myself as a way of naming the moment I was having and
acknowledging it as I was sharing. It was a way to open up the conversation and confront
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them [fear and shame].”12 I take this to mean that by naming problems, confronting them
head on, and not misattributing or conflating causes and effects we are able to better deal
with issues of mortality, intellect, and fear that are ever-present.
Regarding his own journey in dealing with the subjects of “Clickbait Poetry”
Bergman added:
I’ve felt myself change since then, since I wrote the poem, especially regards to
personal and cultural situations of shame and blame. I’ve began referring to it as
shame disease. … I like to be accountable to my community, and not let fear and
shame get it the way.13
The text evolved similarly over the course of a few days, as indicated within the
poem itself through the use of unorthodox punctuation:
/Three-day addendum/
/seamless and subtle/
I chose to highlight the frequent repeated subjects that Bergman wrestled with by
returning to the opening “searching” motive without developing it any further. This
happens at measures 9, 39, 79, 104, 125, and 134 as shown in Musical Example 15.

12

Alexander Bergman, interview by author, by phone, March 15, 2021.

13

Ibid.
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(C omitted)

m. 9

m. 104

m. 39

m. 9

m. 125

m. 134

Musical Example 15. Instances of the searching motive in "Clickbait Poetry"

The final iteration of this motive is transposed down a semi-tone and adorned by
soft tintinnabular harmonies in the accompaniment (Musical Example 16).

Searching motive, transposed:

Musical Example 16. Final searching motive in "Clickbait Poetry”
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The main “searching” motive, a rising major sixth and whole step, is
complemented by the secondary “answer” motive: a falling third after an upward leap
that first appears in m. 72 (Musical Example 17). This coincides with the first breath of
resolve in the text, “and I will live bravely…”

minor third:

Leap:

Musical Example 17. The "answer" motive in "Clickbait Poetry"

Throughout all four movements, the texts are primarily set syllabically: one
articulated pitch sung per syllable. This reflects my emphasis on the clear and concise
word delivery that has been common for English text since the middle of the 20 th century.
Melismatic moments that do occur are quite brief and serve to highlight specific words in
their phrases, or for vocal effect. During the vamp between mm. 20-27 in “Uncanny
Valley,” the baritone sings a slurred D dominant-seventh chord on the word, “magic”
(Musical Example 18). This elongation of the word emphasizes it and brings it out of the
rhythmic texture.

Musical Example 18. Melismatic moment one
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In m. 35 of the same movement, a brief two-note slur accomplishes same goal on
the word, “cooked” (Musical Example 19).

Musical Example 19. Melismatic moment two

There is only one moment in “Dear Aunt Sally” with non-syllabic setting. In m.
120, a two-note melisma highlights the word, “hurt” for dramatic emphasis (Musical
Example 20).

Musical Example 20. Melismatic moment three

“Clickbait Poetry” similarly contains two single-word, two-note melismata:
“never” in m. 110 and, “afraid” in m. 119 as show in Musical Example 21 and Musical
Example 22, respectively.
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Musical Example 21. Melismatic

Musical Example 22. Melismatic

moment four

moment five

These moments all serve to heighten the emotional connection of the singer,
audience, and instrumental ensemble to the texts.

Movement Order

Studies have shown that viewers of discrete portions of artistic content tend to
create imagined links that form an overall narrative. The juxtaposition of even just two
different images conures up storylines and elicits emotional responses from viewers. This
is known as the “theory of montage,” as described by filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein. 14
While dramatic staging is not prescribed for Grey Areas, the text implies a narrative
construction through this theory. I have also noticed that the audience’s perception of a
work is different with each performance and influenced by the performer, the setting, and

14

Antoine-Dunne, Jean, and Paula Quigley. 2004. The montage principle:
Eisenstein in new cultural and critical contexts. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 12.
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what comes before and after. This led me to the idea of movements that could be
performed in a variety of orders – thus expanding the possible imagined narratives. By
acknowledging the change in the dramatic arc based on the performer’s age, and by
extension perceived life experience, the piece serves a greater number of performers and
programs.
Tying the age of the baritone to the piece’s large-scale structure was inspired by
David Little’s Soldier Songs, in which a single baritone portrays multiple differently aged
characters (or, possibly, the same character at different ages). For my composition I chose
to invert Little’s idea and crafted a piece that would instead change based on the singer.
Broader inspiration for this reordering also came from hearing Leonard
Bernstein’s I Hate Music song cycle and Aaron Copland’s Twelve Poems of Emily
Dickinson performed by three singers of differing ages and voice maturity types in the
course of the same week. In reflecting on the differences between the three performances,
the variations in contextual interpretation (as a listener) were quite striking and have
informed all of my subsequent vocal writing. With the mature and matronly voices, the
facets of nostalgia and longing were more present. With younger, developing voices, the
self-discovery and exploratory nature of singing repertoire for the first time brought a
different and highly intriguing listening experience.
Like a narrative Russian nesting doll, the isolated songs inform the assembly
structures that, in turn, interact with each other as singers transition from one prescribed
age group to the next. Similar to comic books or graphic novels, the story that is
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connected by the listener’s subconscious happens between the frames. The juxtaposition
of movements is as important as the notated music. While a total of twenty-four discreet
sequences are possible, I have chosen these three narrative structures for their strengths:
1. Extroverted Order (singers up to twenty-four years old);
2. Rogue Order (singers from twenty-four to forty-two); and
3. Introverted Order (singers older than forty-two).
In the following sections, I explore these three orders and describe their resultant
narrative arcs as well as tonal relationships that result from the sequence in question.

Extroverted Order:
In the Extroverted Order (for younger singers up to twenty-four years old) two
circular narratives are depicted in the tonal relationships. The outer two movements both
travel towards a tonal center of C major: The final harmony of “Dear Aunt Sally” has a
dominant function, while “Look Well To This Day” ends on a C add2 chord. The two
interior movements, “Uncanny Valley” and “Clickbait Poetry” both share a final tonal
center of F#, as seen in Table 2.
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Table 2. Extroverted Order
Up to 24 years old
“Dear Aunt Sally”
Opening:
Structural arrival point:
Ending:
“Uncanny Valley”
Opening:
Structural arrival points:
Ending:
“Clickbait Poetry”
Opening:
Structural arrival point:
Ending:
“Look Well To This Day”
Opening:
Structural arrival points:
Ending:

Tonal Centers

Length
12min

F major
Bb major, m. 173
C quintal, dominant function
6min
F# modal/whole tone
C# (written as Db), m. 41
G# modal/whole tone, m.66
F# modal/whole tone
8min
G major
F minor, m. 102
F# major
4min
Bb minor/unstable
C major, m. 20
D major, m. 57
C major

Rogue Order:
The tonal relationships between the movements when placed in the Rogue Order
(Table 3) are best understood in light of the overall narrative structure. “Uncanny Valley”
opens the work by attempting to discern what constitutes humanity, while “Clickbait
Poetry” answers that question with the final line of text, “it makes sense to affirm your
own life, and accept of it while you have it. That is also justice, when you do it for other
people.” In essence, these bookend-movements connect the holding of others as more
important than yourself to the definition of good humanity.
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This connection is reflected and emulated with the key areas cycling away from,
and then back again to, F#. The unsteady opening of “Uncanny Valley” rises and falls in
pitch class but ultimately cannot shake the whole-tone based, incessant eighth-note pulse.
The instability is continued through “Look Well To This Day” using a pan-tonal fugato
opening with a constantly rising chordal accompaniment. At the end of this second
movement, the resolution to a C major tonic is immediately reinterpreted as a dominant
once the next (“Dear Aunt Sally”) begins on F major. In this ordering of movements (see
Table 3), the coda-like “Clickbait Poetry” navigates from G major to F# major in slow
shifts over the course of approximately eight minutes. This mirrors the slow narrative
shift of the text from unsure to resolved.
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Table 3. Rogue Order
24 – 42 years old
“Uncanny Valley”
Opening:
Structural arrival points:
Ending:
“Look Well To This Day”
Opening:
Structural arrival points:
Ending:
“Dear Aunt Sally”
Opening:
Structural arrival point:
Ending:
“Clickbait Poetry”
Opening:
Structural arrival point:
Ending:

Tonal Centers

Length
6min

F# modal/whole tone
C# (written as Db), m. 41
G# modal/whole tone, m.66
F# modal/whole tone
4min
Bb minor/unstable
C major, m. 20
D major, m. 57
C major
12min
F major
Bb major, m. 173
C quintal, dominant function
8min
G major
F minor, m. 102
F# major

Introverted Order:
The final movement ordering for singers aged forty-two and older presents a
progressive narrative structure, beginning with the most sedate and ending with the most
animated (Table 4). By opening with two slow movements, the energy builds steadily
over the whole work and culminates with a resurgence of life force, “Aunt Sally: I don’t
want to die!” The movements are ordered in exact reverse as the youngest sequence. This
imbues the entire work with an even larger external structure, beyond that of a single
performance.
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Table 4. Introverted Order
Up to 24 years old
“Look Well To This Day”
Opening:
Structural arrival points:
Ending:
“Clickbait Poetry”
Opening:
Structural arrival point:
Ending:
“Uncanny Valley”
Opening:
Structural arrival points:
Ending:
“Dear Aunt Sally”
Opening:
Structural arrival point:
Ending:

Tonal Centers

Length
4min

Bb minor/unstable
C major, m. 20
D major, m. 57
C major
8min
G major
F minor, m. 102
F# major
6min
F# modal/whole tone
C# (written as Db), m. 41
G# modal/whole tone, m.66
F# modal/whole tone
12min
F major
Bb major, m. 173
C quintal, dominant function

As described, each individual song takes on a differing narrative role depending
on the sequence. “Look Well To This Day” is unique in how broadly it is transformed by
the prescribed orders’ juxtapositions. This is particularly apparent with the contrast of the
Extroverted and Introverted orders, in which the movements are reversed in sequence.
The Sanskrit text is highly relatable with a wide range of applications, so my
compositional intent has always been to use it to direct the narrative differently based on
the four songs’ order. As the opening song for the Introverted Order, “Look Well To This
Day” causes the monodrama to be a reflection on life and advice being passed down.
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When placed at the end of the set in the Extroverted Order, it refocuses the whole
program as having been a journey towards reflection, learning, and future growth.
The other most-transformable movement in the monodrama is “Uncanny Valley.”
While every movement of Grey Areas can be categorized into an eclectic post-modern
aesthetic, “Uncanny Valley” departs from the others. As discussed earlier in this chapter,
it is predominantly groove-based, and the text is the most disparate. This causes it to be a
formal break in the musical texture when placed as an interior movement, or a whimsical
rompish overture that precedes the more serious texts yet to come. The steady groove
(inspired by Broadway musicals and Paul Simon) gives the baritone yet another backdrop
for emoting and characterization.

Discussion of Individual Movements
Vocal Characters
As mentioned in Chapter One, I drew influence from David Little’s micro-opera
Soldier Songs in a variety of ways. One particular point of inspiration is how Little
employs a single baritone to portray characters of different age throughout the multimovement work. While it is not new or groundbreaking to have multiple vocal characters
and points of view in an art song cycle, song set, or monodrama, explicitly incorporating
this into the form of the composition opens new avenues of expressive potential and
exploration for the featured singer.
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None of the vocal characters in “Dear Aunt Sally” are defined by age or gender,
they are non-specific characters with relatable plights from every stage of life. The first
of these expresses their concerns about identity, depression, and beauty. The second is a
medieval ranger of some noble birth leading a Robin Hood-style resistance with their
male lover. The third character is longing with expectation for an upcoming journey with
Aunt Sally. I establish each of these three with differing instrumental choices and
harmonic and melodic content. Varying experiences of the characters are connected
through the musical treatment and freely cross-faded with one another. The first
introductions of each character are shown in the following musical examples:

The first character is accompanied by an ostinato of added-note harmonies:

Musical Example 23. Character one in "Dear Aunt Sally"
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The second character has a rapidly moving vocal line that is punctuated by hits
across the ensemble, frequently of un-defined pitches:

Character two material:

Cross-faded material:

Musical Example 24. Character two in "Dear Aunt Sally"

The third character is typified by an oscillating harmony first seen in the piano:

Character three:

Musical Example 25. Character three in "Dear Aunt Sally"
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As each vocal character shifts from one perspective to another, thematic areas are
further explored in interludes, underscore, and musical commentary. For “Uncanny
Valley,” the characters within the composite text reflect various states of mental duress.
The narrative is constructed through phrases that are butted up against one another or
chopped up and repeated by the singer (Musical Example 26).

Musical Example 26. Repeated fragments in "Uncanny Valley"

These vocal characters are underscored and imitated by the sometimes-comical
accompaniment, as discussed on page 82. The text is a play-by-play stream of
consciousness rather than grand thought-out phrases pondering the human condition.
Presented like a live-streamed mental breakdown, this movement encourages each singer
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to draw on their own personality and experience to inform their vocal character
performance.
The two movements in which the singer presents only a single persona are
“Clickbait Poetry” and “Look Well To This Day.” In both of these, the text addresses the
listener directly in soliloquy form. “Clickbait Poetry” goes even further to break the
fourth wall by including editorial notes within the text (Musical Example 27).

Editorial notes and
breaking of fourth wall:

Musical Example 27. Cluster chords and editorial notes in text of "Clickbait Poetry"
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The frequent asides addressed to the audience pull the vocal character away from
their main thought, while the repeated returns to (and unlocking of) the main problem
illustrate their deepening resolve and growth over the course of the movement. “Look
Well This Day” has the most consistent vocal perspective: one unchanging point of view
relayed to the listener. Regardless of what order is sung (Introverted, Extroverted, or
Rogue) this movement provides a point of reference from which the rest of the
performance can be defined.

Formal Analyses
The text determined the formal structures in all four movements. I built my
musical forms around the existing poems instead of placing an outside framework on top
of the words.
Highly episodic, the mish-mash nature of the text for “Uncanny Valley” is
mirrored in both the accompanying music and small-scale formal structure. Serving as a
de facto scherzo movement, this short song upends expectations no matter where it is
placed in the larger form. As an interior movement it breaks up any comfortable mood
established by the slower songs and causes the words to again jump to the forefront. As
an opening movement for the Rogue Order it provides a starkly contrasting vignette
different from anything that comes after. Additionally, in the Rogue Order, with the
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modal harmonic movement around F# opening and closing the movement, it bookends
nicely with the final F# major resolution of “Clickbait Poetry.”
The constant hocketing patterns in the groove reflect, on a smaller scale, the
interruption of the movement’s formal structure through the insertion of vamp sections.
The vocal solo freely interpolates semi-rhythmic lines of text over these vamps. Each of
these compositional decisions serves to obscure the structural nature of the piece at
various levels to reflect the obscured and disordered nature of the text. I was able to
upend the stability of the vamp section without compromising the underlying groove by
using off-kilter rhythmic constructions. Zooming out to the structural level, the vamps
create an uneven form and prevent the exact proportions from being known. This also
changes the experiential time for each performance (especially if semi-staged) making
each production more personalized.
“Uncanny Valley” best fits into ternary form, with a nested binary form making
up the B-section: a[bc]aa'a While scherzo-like in execution and mood, the lack of a
consistent refrain distinguishes it from scherzo-rondo form (ABACADA), as shown in
Figure 1.

Uncanny Valley
A
a
m. 1 - 28 transition
F# modal

B
[bc]
m. 34 - 45
E major

m. 45 - 59
D minor

m. 58 - 66
F# modal

A
aa'a
m. 66 - 78
G# modal

Figure 1. "Uncanny Valley" formal diagram
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m. 78 - 96
F# modal

The most diffuse of the four movements, “Dear Aunt Sally” does not have a
global tonal center. Instead, the harmonic evolution builds from one section to the next as
each persona unfolds. By analyzing “Dear Aunt Sally” based on the vocal characters,
attributes of a structural arch form are revealed as can be seen in the following formal
analysis. However, it is unevenly distributed about the golden mean section (m. 173 180) as opposed to having perfect symmetry as seen in Figure 2:

Dear Aunt Sally
Forward (A, B, C) narrative construction
Fragmentation and transformation
Reversed (C, B, A) narrative construction
Character A
Character B
Character C
Character B
[golden mean]
Character C
Character B
Character A
m. 1 - 53
m. 54 - 92
m. 92 - 133
m. 134 - 172
m. 180 - 204
m. 205 - 232
m. 233 - 270
m. 271 - 298
F major B major Bb modal B major Eb modal Ab modal F major wedge motive Eb major G major B minor E minor E major A minor C pedal Eb major wedge motive

Figure 2. "Dear Aunt Sally" formal diagram

While this formal structure was not planned from the outset, I did adapt the text in
such a way that characters were first established with longer introductions at the
beginning, and then more rapidly shifted between viewpoints (and key areas) later in the
piece. This directly transferred to a pleasing musical form without much additional work.
Likewise, in “Look Well This Day” the formal structure and harmonic movement
are directly influenced by the text. The original Sanskrit poem contains the same short
stanza twice in a row. I complemented that existing formal structure by setting the second
iteration rhythmically faster than the first. The slow-fast pairing of instrumental activity
separates this movement into a binary form with a short introduction (Figure 3).
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Look Well To This Day
[Introduction]
A
B
Fugato
Slow
Fast
m. 1 - 15
m. 16 -53
m. 54 - 83
circles around Bb modal in entries C major A major D major B major C major
Figure 3. "Look Well To This Day" formal diagram
“Clickbait Poetry” is the movement closest to a strophic song. I took the repeated
ideas Bergman placed in his poem and imitated them with music. Oscillating harmonic
content forms the basis of the A section which cycles back in varied repeats until m. 55.
Here, the homogenous pad of supportive harmony underneath the baritone is contrasted
by an active B section. These stable textural areas are rudely interrupted in mm. 62, 80,
and 102 as seen in Figure 4.

Clickbait Poetry
A
B
interruption
A
interruption
B
interruption
A
Coda
frist cycle second cycle third cycle contrasting
a
b
fourth cycle
c
d
contrasting
e
fourth cycle
fifth cycle
slow
m. 1 - 21
m. 22 - 39 m. 40 - 54 m. 55 - 62 m. 62 - 65 m. 66 - 70 m. 71 - 79 m. 80 - 83 m. 84 - 91 m. 92 - 101 m. 102 - 104 m. 105 - 124 m. 125 - 134 m. 135 - 143
G major C major
G major
Gb modal
unstable
B minor
unstable
Ab modal F minor
E minor
G major
F# major

Figure 4. "Clickbait Poetry" formal diagram

Other Compositional Elements

Moving on from formal analysis, three additional topics of smaller scale that are
worth discussing: harmonic devices; motivic unity; and rhythmic elements. Each is
distinct enough in Grey Areas to be presented individually in the following sections.
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Harmonic devices
A significant part of the philosophical glue that holds these four songs
together is my consistent use of added-note harmonies in the vocal line on cadential
arrivals and important words of the text, as seen in the following examples.
In measure 41 of “Uncanny Valley” (Musical Example 28), the first cohesive
arrival of text and accompaniment is highlighted by the voice landing on the second scale
degree of a Dbadd2 chord.
add2

Dbadd2

Musical Example 28. Voice and piano harmony, m. 41-42 of "Uncanny Valley"

Likewise, in measures 20 and 78 of “Look Well To This Day,” I again set the
important phrase arrivals on the added notes of C add2 and B add2 major chords as seen in
Musical Example 29 and Musical Example 30.
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add2

add2

Badd2

C major

Musical Example 29. Cadd2 chord in m.

Musical Example 30. Badd2 chord in m.

20 of "Look Well To This Day"

78, "Look Well To This Day"

For measure 107 of “Dear Aunt Sally,” the line, “it cuts through my soul with its
beauty” is set off by the Cadd2,add#4 chord on, “beauty” (Musical Example 31).
Voicing:
Root
3rd
5th

3-2 appoggiatura
Cadd2/G

#4-3 suspension
Root/add2
#4/3rd

Musical Example 31. Cadd2, add#4 chord in m. 107 of "Dear Aunt Sally"
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As “Dear Aunt Sally” descends past the top of its arch form in m. 217, the
question, “when are you coming home?” propels it forward and is again brought out of
the texture by using another anticipation harmony: Eadd2, add#4. This moment is given
further importance through a mode shift from minor to major that corresponds with a p
subito marking across the entire ensemble (Musical Example 32).
Voicing:
3rd
Root

3rd and 5th
add2

3rd
5th
Root
3rd
Root
Eadd2/G#
Eadd#4/B

Musical Example 32. Chord voicing in m. 217 of "Dear Aunt Sally"

In the final few measures, at the second-to-last cadence of this movement, I
placed another added-note chord: this time an F#majadd2 (Musical Example 33). This
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chord then morphs into the wedge motive that spreads all the way to the close of this
movement.
Voicing:
3rd
5th
Root
F# major
add2

F# major
Root
Root and 5th
3rd
Root

Musical Example 33. Chord voicing in m. 287 of "Dear Aunt Sally"

Motivic Unity
In addition to typified harmonies present at key points of Grey Areas, I placed
motivic material across movements using similar sources of inspiration. The wedge
motive seen at both the golden-mean section of “Dear Aunt Sally” (Musical Example 34)
and at its ending (Musical Example 35) is also present in a modified form at the end of,
“Look Well To This Day” (Musical Example 36). While these movements do not use the
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same exact harmonies, dynamics, or instruments, I made a conscious decision to link
their endings through different versions of the same initial idea.

Musical Example 34. Wedge motive at golden mean section of "Dear Aunt Sally"
(piano/vocal score)
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Musical Example 35. Wedge motive at the end of "Dear Aunt Sally" (piano/vocal score)
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Musical Example 36. Wedge motive at the end of "Look Well To This Day"

I used a different linking idea to set the drier, recitative-like phrases in “Dear
Aunt Sally.” In mm. 13-16 the singer leads a unison rhythm across the ensemble that
corresponds to the intrinsic meter of the text (Musical Example 37). The effect is that of a
cluster chord that shifts up and down in pitch based on syllabic inflection. I also used this
compositional device for “Clickbait Poetry” in mm. 80-81 (Musical Example 38).
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Musical Example 37. Unison rhythm across ensemble led by singer, in "Dear Aunt Sally"
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Musical Example 38. Unison rhythm across ensemble led by singer, in "Clickbait Poetry"

As the largest movement by far in Grey Areas, “Dear Aunt Sally” has the most
recognizable and self-contained musical material of the four. I made this choice in order
for the piece to hold together between all the vocal characters, mood shifts, and
experiential time. The simple, yet recognizable opening motive reappears at many points
throughout the piece both in the voice and instruments (see Musical Example 3, page 79).
In the instrumental statement at m. 81 the soprano saxophone takes over the lead role
from the singer in an elided moment over the word “aunt.” This connects the interlude to
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the unheard character of Aunt Sally, as seen in Musical Example 39.

Musical Example 39. Aunt Sally motive in soprano saxophone at m. 81 of "Dear Aunt
Sally"

The same goal is accomplished at m. 108 (Musical Example 40) where the two
strings fill in for the typical (but here unheard) letter preface by playing the salutary
gesture.
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Musical Example 40. Aunt Sally motive in strings at m. 108 of "Dear Aunt Sally"

In the short instrumental break between measures 217 and 221, the flugelhorn
plays a solo (Musical Example 41) in response to the question, “when are you coming
home?” Finishing off the solo with a statement of Aunt Sally’s motive continues the
series of letters and implies that Aunt Sally is not coming home anytime soon.
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Musical Example 41. Flugelhorn solo and Aunt Sally motive in m. 217 of "Dear Aunt
Sally" (trumpet part)

Finally, the fourth instance of the Aunt Sally motive in the accompaniment from
mm. 226-227 features staggered entries in the rhythm section. As the movement speeds
towards the finale I move through letters, perspectives, and key areas with increasing
rapidity. This is referenced and imitated through lightly offset entrances of the motive as
seen in Musical Example 42.
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Musical Example 42. Offset entries of the Aunt Sally motive in mm. 226-227 of "Dear
Aunt Sally"

Rhythmic devices
The hocketing of the piano, cello, and bass clarinet in “Uncanny Valley” is
directly inspired by chamber ensemble yMusic’s 2018 performance of the track “Can’t
Run But” from Paul Simon’s 1990 album, The Rhythm of The Saints that backed up
Simon during his October 13, 2018 appearance on the NBC show Saturday Night Live at
the end of his Homeward Bound tour. To reflect the scattered nature of the text, players in
the de facto continuo (bass clarinet, piano, cello, guitar. and drum set) never align
perfectly. Instead of an even groove as in the Simon piece, I morphed the source material
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into a hobbled version in which nothing fits exactly, and things are off kilter. This is seen
clearly in the cello and bass clarinet parts in Musical Example 43. For this movement
both the flute and reed players take their most extreme instruments (piccolo and bass
clarinet) for maximum timbral effect and percussive ambiance. A funhouse of sound is
created by using instruments at either end of the frequency spectrum and coupling them
with the rhythmic groove.

Musical Example 43. Alignment points of the "Uncanny Valley" groove in bass clarinet
and cello
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CHAPTER 4 – STUDIO RECORDING PROCESS

Recording Process Challenges, Changes, and Decisions

The differences between a studio recording and a live recording revolve around
control: control of the space; control of the performance; and control of the time. By
narrowing down the unpredictable variables of performances, studio recordings tend to be
of a higher quality. While both take considerable work to prepare and execute, a studio
recording allows the producer, engineer, or composer to capture cleaner performances.
Regarding spatial differences, for large ensembles or larger chamber groups it is
usually desirable to capture the natural ambience of the performance space since that is
such an integral part of the sound.15 For over a year during the COVID-19 pandemic,
however, it was not safe to record any ensemble with winds in a confined space for an
extended amount of time. Thus, the potential of preparing a full ensemble recording was
edged out by the safety, flexibility, and quality of an individually tracked studio
recording.

15

“Michael Bishop: On Classical Recording” Interview by David Goggin, Tape
Op, September/October 2015, https://tapeop.com/interviews/109/michael-bishop/
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Due to the length of this composition, I did not rely on one single group of
musicians for all movements. Instead, I divided up the different movements between
multiple instrumentalists. This allowed a more flexible recording schedule that did not
put too heavy a burden on any single musician. This strategy of dividing and conquering
did however present some challenges. Rehearsal difficulties arose related to scheduling,
occupancy, and wind instrument restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. These
restrictions to single-occupancy rooms for tracking brass, winds, and voice did work in
my favor since the increased isolation allowed for a more flexible editing process. What
this did not allow me to do, however, was record a rough version of each movement with
the whole ensemble (termed a scratch track) to be used in recording drafts and proof-ofconcept examples. Instead, virtual instrument mockups were used for individual practice
purposes. These mockups did partially fulfill the need for a scratch track, but they were
not my first choice.
Throughout the entire composition, many sections needed instrumental parts
beyond piano to be recorded before the baritone could be reasonably expected to record
his performance. Due to the previously mentioned rehearsal limitations and personnel
challenges, it was necessary to work with a click track from the beginning of the
recording process to achieve cohesive performances across the ensemble that matched the
musical needs of the baritone line.
Rehearsal time was focused on the baritone, where the vocal and piano parts
were workshopped together. I was in conversation with Prof. James Held throughout the
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composition process and therefore was pleased with the fact that only a few
modifications were necessary once we got into rehearsals. One such change was that
“Look Well To This Day” needed to be recorded at a faster tempo than originally
planned. The phrases were too long for a singer to execute musically and also breathe. I
also tightened up a few rhythms in the text to let it maintain cohesive meaning. Measure
63 had one rhythmic adjustment in the vocal line: eighth-note triplets were expanded to
quarter-note triplets to put the syllables of “action” on moving eighth-notes instead of the
more stagnant quarter-notes as seen in Musical Example 44.

Musical Example 44. Adjusted vocal rhythms in "Look Well To This Day"

In contrast to this, workshopping “Clickbait Poetry” brought to light that it needed
more emotional breathing room instead of less. Thus, two bars were extended by a beat to
allow settling of ideas in m. 91 (Musical Example 45) and m. 138 (Musical Example 46).
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Musical Example 45. Measure 91 changed to 3/4 in "Clickbait Poetry"
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Musical Example 46. Added beat in m. 138 of "Clickbait Poetry"

Measure 137 was also adjusted rhythmically for the syllables of “also” to fall on
eighth-notes instead of quarter-notes (Musical Example 47). At the slow tempo of this
movement’s closing, this change increased the intelligibility of the text.
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Musical Example 47. Adjusted vocal rhythm in "Clickbait Poetry"

Key sections that I clarified through the rehearsal process (but which needed no
compositional changes) were areas in “Dear Aunt Sally” with rhythmic unison hits across
the ensemble. These motivic gestures occur in measures 62-65, 75-78, 146-148, 183-187,
and 281-282. While these would be commonplace to execute within in a live chamber
ensemble, the combined factors of individual tracking, rehearsing without a vocalist, and
generic latency in the recording process compounded. It became obvious in both
rehearsal and recording that it would be faster and more efficient to record the hits in
isolation and sync them up later via editing. I added ossia-style clarification to the
instrumental parts in mm. 281-282, where the ensemble ultimately plays a simple bar of
3/4 over the asymmetric 7/16 and 5/16 figure in the voice (Musical Example 48).
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Musical Example 48. Clarification of rhythmic hits in "Dear Aunt Sally" (violin part)

The biggest mistake I made was in the engraving process of “Dear Aunt Sally.” A
transitional passage from mm. 111-117 consisting of tempo changes and metric
modulations was overshadowed by unclear notation. While the first metric modulation
was straightforward enough, the expected beat division implied by my use of 9/8 was not
present. As shown in Musical Example 49, I failed to indicate that dotted eighths become
the prevailing beat division in both the musical texture and the click track.

Musical Example 49. Dotted eighth beat division in m. 112 of “Dear Aunt Sally,” first
draft

Further compounding the haziness of this passage is a short ritardando into a
second metric modulation (Musical Example 50).
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Musical Example 50. Ritardando into m. 117 in "Dear Aunt Sally,” first draft (flute part)

The severity of slowing was not accurately communicated: the tempo is nearly
halved within three measures. I improved this entire section by adding a “16 th = 16th”
figure above the bar line between mm. 111-112, correcting time signatures to reflect the
written beat divisions, and adding “molto” to the ritardando in m. 114 to accurately
portray the subsequent tempo change as seen in Musical Example 51.
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Musical Example 51. Revised transition in "Dear Aunt Sally," winds and percussion

Two different instrumental parts went through a more obvious revision
process than the others. The trumpet part was originally a mix of open and straight mute
timbres, in addition to doubling flugelhorn. The part was expanded to specify both
wooden and copper straight mutes as well as to add a Harmon mute for the trumpet, as
Musical Example 52 shows.
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Musical Example 52. Use of Harmon mute on trumpet in “Dear Aunt Sally”

I also increased the practicality and playability of “Dear Aunt Sally” by
eliminating a few unnecessary mute changes as seen in Musical Example 53.

Musical Example 53. Comparison of updated mute use in “Dear Aunt Sally”
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The vibraphone part in “Clickbait Poetry” was a casualty of transposition late in
the composition process and had a nearly unplayable ostinato that was reworked into a
manageable figure in m. 97-101 during the recording session.

Musical Example 54. Edited vibraphone passage in "Clickbait Poetry"

Microphone and Pre-amp Choices

One of the most central decisions any recording engineer faces when undertaking
a large recording project is the selection of microphones. They come in many different
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designs, each with varying sonic characteristics and frequency response patterns. This
means that the same sound source may appear markedly different depending on the
choice of microphones. Selecting the best microphones to suit the particular needs of the
instruments and musical material can involve elements of compromise and improvisation
in the process. The most efficient and stable workflow is to use items with which you are
familiar, just like driving a favorite car, playing your own instrument, or navigating your
hometown. This is recommended by many recording engineers, especially when seeking
to accurately capture art music performances. 16
The main workhorse microphones I used on this project for nearly every
recording session were the WA-47 (imitative clone of the classic and high-dollar,
variable-pattern, large-diaphragm Neumann U47 tube condenser) and the Earthworks
SR20 (small-diaphragm cardioid condenser). 17 Other microphones that I used extensively
included the Neumann U87 large-diaphragm and KM184 small-diaphragm condensers,
along with the Royer 121 and Shure KSM 313 ribbon microphones. While these all
sound fantastic straight out of the box, they have varying levels of detail (by design)
within their frequency response curves. On the most accurate end of the spectrum are the
SR20 and KM184. Capturing details to the point of being unforgiving, I used these two

16

“Marc Aubort: Classical Recordist” Interview by James Fei, Tape Op,
July/August 2006, https://tapeop.com/interviews/54/marc-aubort/.
17

“WA-47,” Product Page, Warm Audio, accessed March 18, 2021,
https://warmaudio.com/wa47/.
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small-diaphragm condensers in all sessions. The WA-47 and U87 offer boosted midrange frequencies and higher signal sensitivity due to their larger diaphragms. Of these
three types of microphones, the ribbon microphones used (Royer 121 and KSM 313 for
these sessions) capture audio with the most unique frequency response curves. This of
course results in a different sound than that of flat frequency response microphone,
allowing different audio profiles and characters to be obtained in recording sessions. In
the past, ribbon microphones have been used only for lower sound pressure level (SPL)
sources or placements due to being delicate but technological innovations have improved
their construction (as with these microphones selected) to allow them to be used on
virtually any sound source.18
The main preamps used were the Rupert Neve Designs 511, API 512, and the
Avalon 737. I used the onboard preamps of the SSL 948 for percussion sessions due to
the higher number of inputs needed. The 511 won every comparative listening test easily
by coloring the audio signal with the desired frequency response curve. The two 511s that
were available gave me the desired harmonic saturation that I wanted for this project.
When tracking sessions needed more than two channels, I used Avalon 737s and API
512s (the two runners up in my listening tests).

18

SPL, indicated by the decibel (dB) measurement unit, is the primary method of
rating the intensity of sound pressure waves. With older ribbon microphones, higher SPL
could physically distort the ribbon filament inside the capsule. This would change its
sensitivity to different frequencies, if not fully destroying it.
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Recording Techniques

Throughout the recording process I worked towards a standard polished sound,
with slightly heavier mid-range frequencies that allow vocals be pushed to the front. In
line with Grey Areas’ definite musical-theatre influences, the primary goal was to make
each movement pleasing to listen to and have the text understood, rather than create an
experimental sonic space. Instead of seeking to be groundbreaking, the goal was to gain
competence with widely applicable recording techniques while these tools were available
to me. To accomplish this while still maintaining COVID-19 safety precautions, I
decided I would need to primarily use close-proximity microphone positioning
techniques as opposed to more distant stereo techniques.
In pursuit of this sound, I took two different approaches while recording the
strings. First, for “Clickbait Poetry” I tracked them individually in isolation rooms. The
performers and I agreed that this did not work very well for the majority of movements,
even though the isolation of individual microphone signals was superb. The problem was
that visual cues that performers are accustomed to having access to in live situations
(such as matching bow positions and speed) were unavailable due to sight lines being
eliminated. For “Uncanny Valley,” this isolated technique did prove to be more valuable
than recording in the same space because of the intended disparity between all parts, as
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Musical Example 55 shows. I was able to successfully record each performer separately
in this movement because the strings did not ever play together as a unit.

(arco)

(pizz.)

Musical Example 55. Dissimilar playing techniques in "Uncanny Valley" string parts

During the isolation-room recording session of strings, I positioned one
microphone for the violin (an Earthworks SR20) and two for the cello (a Royer 121 and
an Earthworks SR20). I selected these microphones for their contrasts in timbre and
detail. After experimenting with different pre-amp selections during this session, I again
determined the 511 was ideal for both saxophone and strings, especially if paired with
large diaphragm condensers (as I did when recording saxophone). No room mics were
used for the isolation sessions.
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The second method undertaken for strings had both violin and cello in the same
tracking room, with room mics in a mid-side configuration (two U87s) three feet from
each player and close mics one foot from each player. 19 Each instrument had two
microphones closely positioned: an Earthworks SR20 and a ribbon microphone (Royer
121 on violin and Shure KSM 313 on cello). I ran the mid-side configuration through 511
preamps, while the Earthworks SR20s were run through API 512s. The ribbon mics were
each routed through an Avalon 737, with light compression and EQ added to remove
unwanted low-end frequencies and help compensate for the proximity effect of being
closer to the individual strings of each instrument.
For tuning purposes of the entire ensemble, I recorded piano and fixed-pitch
percussion first. In the same vein of modifying initial recording plans to pursue ideal
performance quality, I elected to track grand piano in a large hall as opposed to using an
upright piano in an acoustically treated studio space. Since the concert hall was quite
active sonically, I only used close mics for piano sessions in order to avoid capturing the
unwanted environmental color and reverb. I recorded piano on two different sessions

19

A mid-side configuration involves two microphones: one with a figure-eight
frequency response pattern and the other with a cardioid response pattern. They are
positioned so that the lobes of the figure-eight pattern are horizontal, and the cardioid
pattern faces forward (like a three-leafed clover). The capsules of each microphone are
positioned as close as possible so that the two signals will be as near to in-phase as
possible. By duplicating the signal from the figure-eight, panning the two signals hard
left and right, and then inverting the phase of the duplicate, a stereo image can be mixed
by adjusting the level of the cardioid microphone.
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with a pair of SR20s in an XY configuration positioned just inside the lid’s orbit, at the
center of its brace. The first session contained the bulk of takes used, as well as
temporary pitch reference material only recorded as backup.
In the second piano recording session, I chose to demonstrate a proof-of-concept
for remote recordings using the functions of the Yamaha Disklavier on, “Uncanny
Valley.” A technologically-advanced, acoustic player-piano, the Yamaha Disklavier
communicates in the industry-standard music technology protocol of Musical Instrument
Digital Interfaces (MIDI).20 Disklaviers function as normal pianos with the added benefit
of being able to record keystrokes, hammer velocities, and pedals being pressed as MIDI
data with extreme precision.21 This remote-session for Grey Areas involved sending a
click-track to pianist Dr. Stella Sick, in Minneapolis, who recorded three different
performances on her Disklavier. Dr. Sick then sent the very small MIDI files to me
(instead of much, much larger audio files that would have existed in more traditional
distance recording sessions) which I loaded onto a local Disklavier and then recorded
acoustically. This session documented and demonstrated the flexibility and potential of
this technology in a recording situation, particularly regarding studio time. The ability for

20

“What is MIDI?” Home, The MIDI Association, accessed March 18, 2021,
https://www.midi.org/
21

“e-competition and Yamaha” e-competition and Yamaha, International Piano eCompetition, accessed March 22, 2021, https://www.piano-ecompetition.com/ecomp_yamaha.asp
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piano performances to be captured and selected asynchronously by the performer saves
an immense amount of the engineer’s time spent recording audio that will never be used.
Percussion sessions involved me using close mics on all instruments as opposed
to using a single or pair of room mics. These techniques accomplished a consistent sonic
palette of capturing only scant room noise across all recording sessions. This is also in
line with methods frequently used in Broadway pit bands when no organic instrument
sound is heard on the stage or by the audience. I initially recorded vibraphone with a
spaced pair, but the phase interactions between mic positions due to the breadth of the
instrument motivated me to use an XY pair (with the diaphragms aligned to prevent
phasing artifacts) for subsequent sessions.
I tracked woodwinds all in separate isolation rooms so as to take all possible
precautions against the spread of COVID-19. These sessions were predominantly
asynchronous and non-sequential due to scheduling constraints of performers. For
doubling instruments, I recorded each different instrument separately so as to maximize
efficiency of tracking sessions. The reed instrument switch shown in Musical Example 56
was deemed to be a tad rapid, but not unattainable for the skill level that other areas
required and with a standard neck strap commonly used for Broadway and big-band
parts.22

22

Jacob Kilford, interview by the author, Nacogdoches, February 13, 2021
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Musical Example 56. Measures 71-74 of "Dear Aunt Sally," woodwinds

All instruments played by the reed doubler (alto and soprano saxophone and bass
clarinet) were recorded with a WA-47 and an Earthworks SR20. Both mics were run
through 511 preamps after recording and listening to tests with the performer. Flute and
piccolo were recorded with both a KM184 and SR20 as an A/B comparison of smalldiaphragm condensers along with a U87 for an option with more presence in the mid
frequencies. To maintain the close sonic presence worked towards throughout this
process, trumpet and flugelhorn were recorded with a Royer 121 elevated and positioned
off-axis, and a WA-47 18 inches away just above the bell.
For vocals, I used three different microphones: the WA-47, SR20, and the KSM
313 enabling an A/B/C comparison. The pre-amps I chose were the 511 for the WA-47
and KSM 313 and an API 512 for the SR-20; these two models of pre-amp I consistently
return to due to their pleasing tone color. I compared these combinations side-by-side
with baritone James Held during our first recording session to have his input on the
differences between options. The favorite pairing for both of us was easily the WA-47
with the 511: detail was retained in mid to high frequencies without overpowering the
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ear, and a pleasing tone that would require less effort in the post-production process was
present in the mid to low frequencies.
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CHAPTER 5 – REFLECTIONS

This composition has been bouncing around my creative subconscious for quite a
while, and I am glad that it is finally out on paper. Since I have spent so much time with
the ideas involved in the composition itself, I frequently found it more difficult than
normal to remain objective throughout the editing process especially when it came to
paring down texts and musical material. As a result of the editing, revision, and defense
processes of my thesis a number of new structural possibilities have materialized to
further refine the life of Grey Areas. The finished composition presented in Chapter 2 is
fine, but while I am ultimately happy with how the composition turned out, I do now feel
that it nears the limit of what is reasonable for performers.
The most exciting new opportunity for this piece involves splitting up “Dear Aunt
Sally” into knee plays in the style of Phillip Glass’ Einstein on the Beach (1975). It is by
far the longest movement in the Grey Areas and would benefit both the larger non-linear
story structures and the stamina of the baritone by being adjusted. In working with Prof.
Held on the baritone part, we did begin by identifying his workable singing range. He has
a high baritone voice, and the tessitura of the vocal part reflects that – especially in “Dear
Aunt Sally.” Along with the aforementioned restructuring, addressing the piece’s high
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tessitura would open up the opportunity for more performances and interpretations by
making it accessible to a larger number of singers. I see now that the vocal part could be
just as effective in a more conservative range, especially considering this movement’s
length. Splitting up this movement and adjusting transpositions and tonal centers would
solve many practical issues that were identified.
Another possibility for revision that became evident is a more rigorous editing of
the texts. The interlocking nature of the letters in “Dear Aunt Sally” mirrors the larger
structures at play between all movements of Grey Areas. Now that the composition and
exegesis have been completed, I see that the text in its entirety could be pared down even
more to achieve the same result in a shorter experiential timeline. This would have not
only simplified the musicians’ performances but also the recording process.
The recording process was another aspect of this project that was made clearer in
hindsight. Inclusion of a studio recording as a part of this thesis was done more out of
opportunity than expertise; the process quickly revealed how much I have yet to learn in
this area. My position as a graduate teaching assistant in Sound Recording Technology at
SFA has allowed me to glean information over the last two years that made this section of
my thesis possible. It does not, however, substitute for concentrated study of the
recording arts. I was still able to make a very serviceable recording for this project, and
its undertaking provided innumerable learning opportunities that will make my future
sessions more efficient, informed by technical theories, and of an overall higher quality.
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I believe the most successful part of this project was the ensemble and voice
pairing. As shown in Chapter 3, I undertook a careful survey of comparative pieces’
instrumentation, and the influence of these works can be seen in the most effective
moments of my composition. Also, the specific experience I gained from working
directly with guitarists in the recording process allowed me to further expand my
compositional techniques with an unfamiliar instrument. The success of my eclectic
instrumentation, in which I merge musical theatre and art music influences contributes to
the effectiveness of the piece and fulfills one of the principal goals for the project.
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APPENDIX A – MOVEMENT TEXTS

Uncanny Valley
by Scott S. Hansen
A ladybug crawled up my mailbox to die.
I started the morning by crying in my coffee.
Magic beans and leaves, the universe in a cup.
The last person who won the lottery cooked the perfect,
cooked the perfect,
the perfect,
the perfect pot of rice!
My skin continues its daily march towards the tips, march towards the tips,
daily march towards the tips of my fingers.
Is this me, or just who I want to be?
Locked away by my own subconscious, I’m tormented by what could have been.
Can you teach me to dream?
Why do I feel like a forgotten avocado?
The rind tells no secrets, but inside I’m already gone.
All of this trouble over half of a scrap of a piece of paper.
Uncanny valley, how do I prove my humanity?
History is written by the victors, and at the end, have I survived?
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Look Well To This Day
Sanskrit poem, adapted by Scott S. Hansen
Look well to this day for it is life, the very life of life.
In its brief course lie all the realities and truths of existence:
the joy of growth, the splendor of action, the glory of power.
For yesterday is but a memory and tomorrow is only a vision.
But today well lived makes every yesterday a memory of happiness
and every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day.
Look well, for it is life, the very life of life.
In its brief course lie all the realities and truths of existence:
the joy of growth, the splendor of action, the glory of power.
For yesterday is but a memory and tomorrow is only a vision.
But today well lived makes every yesterday a memory...
and tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day.

Dear Aunt Sally
by Felicia Finley and Scott S. Hansen
Dear Aunt Sally –
Today was miserable,
it started out okay but I feel so tired inside.
It is like my soul could sleep forever in the mists behind my eyes.
Why is your name weird?
I think that you were adopted.
I wonder if I am adopted, or if I was dropped as a baby?
I feel so strange, so out of touch with everything,
as though I can't do anything well enough
to make me feel fulfilled or accomplished.
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I am just trying to hang in there somehow;
the world keeps on spinning and throws each season one after the other
until I am done.
A new day... of starting over nearly where I started yesterday.
Goodnight, from the ashes of a cold campfire. Signed, “S.”
Dear Aunt Sally –
He and I are running for our lives, again.
Sometimes I feel like I am most alive when I am spending its glow for another.
I can't tell you what I am doing in case the letter falls in-to the wrong hands,
I will consign this to the flames, and know you won't receive it,
but I needed to write down my feelings any-way.
Sometimes it floats to the surface of my soul, but I know it's just a feeling.
I know for a fact that what he and I are doing is the best thing I could ever do,
thank you for being our aunt.
Pray for me, someone, whoever reads this letter I am a-bout to con-sign to ash.
Dear Aunt Sally –
I can’t wait to see your Scottish castle, portcullis, and moat.
The tur-rets sound spectacular, I’m jealous of the view.
Each day here is a lot of work.
Each day is a gift, I know, but this gets difficult to see.
It seems like there are more and more beautiful things around me
but they cut through my soul with their beau-ty.
I saw a fat little bird singing on a branch this evening.
The sun shone from be-hind, I wept, I cried great gobs of tears.
Why do beautiful things hurt so much?
Like sea urchins, and underwater walks, the blossoms in the rain.
Thank you for the butterfly, I will not let it go.
Signed, “S.”
Dear Aunt Sally –
If only I could really talk to someone about all these things.
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No one cares, no one cares about the feelings of an anarchist hiding in a derelict
building. No common folks, no middle class, no Druids, and no friends.
I hope what we do with this scrappy life makes it better for other people.
But here I am, king of the hidden.
Here I am, boss of the displaced, the run-aways, the oppressed and the unwanted.
Here I am, ruler of the rejects, writing letters to my aunt; my pretty excited,
momentary departure; my dear, dear aunt Sally!
Dear Aunt Sally –
Today went well, I guess.
Nothing has changed since yesterday but I feel a little bit better.
The sun still goes up in the morning and down in the evening.
I do get tired of the weeks and the numbers getting higher and higher,
then as the month ends,
we start over again.
No time to enjoy the fact we completed a whole month.
Yours for today, Signed, “S.”
Dear Aunt Sally –
How was Cairo?
I must keep my letters short.
When are you coming home?
When are you coming home?
I can’t wait to see your exotic pets, the lizard and the cat.
I hear the Komodo dragon is quite tame,
I’m glad there is no misunderstanding.
The dragons and the butterflies, I miss them terribly much.
Dear Aunt Sally –
None of them are real!
They have only one or two things different from the rest of us,
but we all think they will change the world.
Some do, some don't, but none of them are here now.
You matter, I matter, all this middle stuff matters.
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How should a life matter?
The final moment when the last words are said and everything resolved?
What about those lingering deaths,
where the per-son lays there needing water,
slowly moving less and less?
Do you think that is a story worth re-telling?
Aunt Sally, when can we go skydiving?
In your piper cub, your big brown boots, with your trusty machete.
Aunt Sally, when can we go parachuting?
I woke up this morning with the intent of doing the amazing,
conquering the unconquerable and scaling all the heights.
I woke up this morning to a delicious breakfast,
so on to the adventures!
Aunt Sally, I don’t want to die!

Clickbait Poetry
by Alexander Bergman, used by permission
Death,
nonbeing.
What's the big deal with this particular part of infinity
that we simply can't be a part of
existentially
as individuals?
It passes through us as food,
ancient forests all up in your shareware.
Tell me about your period, or haircut
and furniture.
It isn't supposed to make you miserable
just reverent of rebirth
and nutrient cycling,
un-like capitalism.
Why am I so afraid of
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life,
being?
That’s what I want to know.
Is living just being willing to accept death
as the majority of infinity
and then return attention back to living
be-fore it never hap-pens?
Seems like a frightened question.
"Why will I live bravely,"
feels better.
Aha! Rhetoric! I See You There!
I’m afraid to contribute to suffering
(shame: not past it)
and I will live bravely
because my mistakes are part of the balance,
not what I am,
or will be,
but compost:
apparently dead,
but not really.
/Three-day addendum/
/seamless and subtle/
I will live bravely because compost!
Great, I hope everyone was taking notes;
we really figured that one out.
Anyway, speaking of shame
feels a bit like death, know what I mean?
Fear of shame,
or shame for having fear?
A vicious cycle.
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I'm going to make the wrong words.
I'm going to kill my friends in ignorance.
I'm going to fail in sharing movement
so...
I’m going to do nothing.
Dying for fear of living:
quite the pickle.
I would never say to any of my friends in the same situation
just exactly how accepting of myself am I being then
if I'm not allowed to say,
"I am afraid."
Reassuring concluding sentiments tho'.
(sigh)
But really,
even if optimism is just as arbitrary as pessimism,
IMO: dubious paradigms anyway,
it makes sense to affirm your own life
and accept all of it
while you have it.
That is also justice,
when you do it for other people.
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